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Real-time bidding (RTB) continues to become one of the leading ways of advertising, and spending via this
technique by which online ad space may be bought or sold in real time, is growing.

Greater investment requires an answer to one of the most important questions: "How should I divide my marketing
budget between different traffic sources to maximize results?"

It is  especially important for professionals who cooperate with more than one tech provider when running online
retargeting campaigns and have more than one goal in mind when managing advertising activities.

In this article, we are going to examine how to establish a proper retargeting plan, whether you are on a strict closed
budget or an open monthly budget for advertising activities via RTB.

Option #1: Closed budget optimization
Let us imagine we have a closed marketing budget of $30,000 per month. We decided to spend it on personalized
retargeting activities campaign in which ads are tailored to the behavior and preferences of particular Internet user
and have only one tech provider generating 10,000 conversions for $3 each (Retargeter A).

To diversify our retargeting efforts, after a while we decide to add one more supplier (Retargeter B), but still keep
retargeting ad spend within the $30,000 monthly budget.

For the second retargeter, we will start off by allocating $6,000 of our total budget. How does it influence our results?
See the case:

Step 1 Budgeting
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Step 1 - Budgeting

Step 2 Results, rethinking and relocation

We have got our first results of both providers and now it is  time to make performance-based decisions for
reallocating the budget for the next month.

Remember that the higher the conversion number rises, the more each conversion from the same provider costs.

It works the same as advertising in search engine marketing: If you want to achieve more conversions from the
same source, you need to invest more in clicks to get bigger amount and higher conversion possibility, what in most
cases means higher cost per click (CPC).

If the cost of conversion from the second retargeter is higher, it is  better to withdraw a part or the whole budget from
a less effective source.

In our case, however, we see that Retargeter B has a much lower cost of conversion $2 versus $2.90 so we should
still consider moving some of the budget from Retargeter A to B.

See what happens if next month we allocate our budget evenly by adding $9,000 to Retargeter B:

Step 2 Results , rethinking and relocation

Step 3 Results and reallocation (#2)

Retargeter B still has a lower cost of conversion. This means we should continue to allocate more of our budget
from retargeter A to B. Let us see how moving an additional $4,000 to Retargeter B influences the final result:

Step 3 Results  and reallocation

Our conversions have steadily risen with the same maximum budget used throughout the process and now the
effective costs of conversion for each traffic source are similar.

In other words, we have optimized our results by reallocating our maximum budget across the most effective
conversion channels.

It is  worth adding also that there is a huge chance we have achieved our maximum, so further movement of our
closed budget will, in most cases, lower the number of generated conversions.

Option #2: Open budget



 

This process becomes a bit more complicated when you are operating on an open budget.

However, in practice, this can be simplified by thinking of the closed budget scenario and applying the same
conditions.

It is  all about managing your results from each traffic provider, and optimizing towards keeping the average costs of
conversion similar.

Adding second retargeter

Initially we had one retargeter (A) which generates some traffic using a CPC payment model.

The new retargeter (B) brought you more additional users and conversions overall, but notice that some of these
users are accessed by both retargeters. This can make the final conversion results a bit fuzzy.

For instance if the same set of users is accessed by two retargeters, but the last-click belongs to Retargeter B, then it
also has a very high last-click conversion rate.

Adding second retargeter

Retargeter A has the same number of clicks as B and it means that, if we use a CPC model, we are generating the
same campaign cost, but the effective cost of a single conversion has now dramatically increased.

Retargeter B looks like it has a lower cost of conversion, but overall our retargeting costs have increased. Not good.
So what to do now?

In the case at hand, you need to modify the terms of cooperation with every tech provider for example, the CPC cost
in such way as to align the effective cost of conversion.

It is  a little bit similar to moving a closed budget between retargeters which we described in our first case above, but
instead of modifying budget limits you need to focus on adjusting limits of effective cost of conversion.

Both options, closed and open budget, can work perfectly fine if the campaign is well-managed as a whole.

MULTIPLE RETARGETING channels offer broader reach to your audience and provide flexibility to optimize
marketing goals.

To make the most of a multiple retargeting approach, it is  more important to establish goals and pay close attention
to results and then tweak your campaigns based on those results.

Optimization is ultimately not about the number of clicks, but about maximizing return on investment.

By calculating the costs of conversions among multiple traffic sources and reallocating budget, you will begin to
move towards your peak optimal display strategy.
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